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Release of the first Long 
Term Water Resource 

Assessment 

Background

Pre-Millennium drought Millennium drought period Post Basin Plan
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Role of hydrologic modelling
 Development of water policy / supporting adaptive 

management

 Basin-wide hydrologic assessment of water resource

• Quantification of water availability

• Variability in both time and space

 Victorian bulk entitlements

– Involved creating models for most systems  

 Murray-Darling Basin Cap

– Hydrological modelling integral part

– Limit on diversion at 93/94 level of development, 

– Actual use against limit
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Role of hydrologic modelling (2 of 2)

 More recently 
o Basin Plan, Sustainable Water Strategies, Climate change 

projections, Long Term Water Resource Assessment

 Water for Victoria
o Planned approach to improve water availability and use 

reporting

 Hydrological modelling supports Victorian Government 
actions in Water for Victoria for

o well-functioning water market with appropriate monitoring, 
transparency, frameworks and regulations, to help people 
adapt to change

o ensuring viable infrastructure and implications for management 
of irrigation districts

o awareness of water availability, delivery challenges and risks 
to ensure people can make informed decisions and adapt 
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Future hydrologic modelling applications
“Looking forward, there is need and opportunity for the models to be developed and applied in 

a transparent, repeatable and defensible way to a wide range of applications”

 Planning model to support water management 
practices
• Simulate operating policies and their impacts over time

• Evolving models to continue to provide insights for water 
managers to make policy and operational decisions

• Support communication and collaboration with 
stakeholders, with minimisation of duplication and cost 
sharing.

 Enable investigation of different sources of supply
• Rainwater, stormwater and recycled water available in a 

location

• Quality and variability of available water

• Community water demand at a location and what 
proportion can be met safely and reliably by rainwater, 
stormwater or recycled water 
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Future hydrologic modelling applications (2 of 3)

 Catchment modelling of climate change and land use change
• Modelling catchment processes with river networks and system to explore interactions of 

climate change impacts

 Operational model for flow forecasting
• Live data from BoM climate data to drive rainfall runoff models for catchment inflow forecast

 Tool for compliance
• Diversion limit compliance at system, basin and state levels

• Continue for Basin Plan SDL compliance

 Water quality assessments
• Salinity – to meet BSM 2030 commitments

• TSS, TN, TP etc. for Water Quality Management Plans

 Environmental flow delivery, flooding issues, easements and delivery capacity
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Future hydrologic modelling applications (3 of 3)

 Combined 
planning & 
operational 
model for 
water grid

North of dividing range

South of 
dividing range

New South 
Wales

South 
Australia
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Future challenges
 Increasingly complex supply systems

• No system boundaries due to trade

• Water movement depends on factors internal and external to traditional modelling
o Water availability, water prices, commodity prices, crop gross margins etc.

 Modelling to support wider impacts with complexity Opportunity and challenge 

• Environmental flow delivery  multiples sites, objectives and sources

• Characteristics of flow related ecological benefits

• Ecological and biophysical process in hydrological modelling from ongoing environmental 
monitoring and research

• Support assessment of socio-economic impacts and cultural value of water

 Maintaining modelling capability
• Investment of time & resource by community already in and those entering into modelling

• Need for learning best modelling practice + details of systems (each with unique hydrological 
and management properties)

• Challenging as work practices change, more mobile workforce and experience lost
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Future challenges (2 of 2)

• Potential challenges can be mitigated by good knowledge transfer practices among the 
modelling community and improvements to modelling approaches
o Ease of use and intuitiveness of software and models

o Starters’ ability to use and apply software/models under senior practitioners’ guidance

 Software development and maintenance
• Historically by professional hydrologists/water resource engineers, e.g. REALM, MSM-Bigmod and 

IQQM

• Changed now, Source – By professional software developers in association with hydrologists

• Challenges include
o Identifying future modelling requirements

o Ensuring developers are aware of the requirements 

o Ensuring required functionality included

 Leverage modelling investment to timely and tailored information
• Significant investment  water data collection, dissemination, advances in software development 

• Opportunity leverage investment to provide enhanced real-time water information tailored to water 
user

• Will require automation of model input data preparation, cloud based model development, and data 
visualisation tools
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Transition to Source
 Transition from REALM to Source

 Collaborative approach
• Stakeholders with diverse range of objectives (urban and rural water 

corporations, catchment management authorities, entitlement holders)

• One model to meet diverse objectives, continuously improve and avoid 
duplication

• Model sharing arrangement

• Cost sharing arrangement

• Input to capability development

• Ownership and Intellectual Property arrangement

 Victorian Hydrological Modelling Group
• Membership from Victorian Water Industry (DELWP, state government 

agencies, water corporations, catchment management authorities)

• Forum to collaborate

• Efficient and effective water resource modelling

• Role to support and input to continued software development and 
maintenance

 Cloud based modelling approach
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Summary

 Source a modern modelling software platform  ongoing 
development and improvement can accommodate new requirements 
to meet industry needs

 Future modelling challenge  representing complex systems with no 
boundaries, including water trade, environmental requirements, 
continuously changing landscape, and accounting of water across all 
water users

 The next generation hydrological models to leverage the Source 
software provide mechanism that explicitly or implicitly support 
analysis of a wide range of impacts of water management and 
operation
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Thank You!


